
All joysteer® MMI's at a glance 04.04.2011 All MMI's are universal

Name User information Art # Bozzio

Art # Bever

Remarks

gas brake steer

Micro-wheel X
Horizontal wheel for user with 
intact finger function

MCL-03-A

2990121500
Delivery with stylus

One hand joystick steer only X
Rotational movement with the 
wrist

EHJL-03-A

2990120200

One hand joystick 
without rocker switch

One hand joystick steering braking gas X X X

Rotational movement with the 
wrist

For users with intact finger 

functions

GBR-03-A

2990120000

Two hand joystick steering braking gas X X X E.g. muscle dystrophy

GBR2-03-A

2990120100

Two hand joystick with 
rocker switch

Gas-/brake slide X X
E.g. Quadriplegic
ideal in combination with mini-

wheel

GBS-03-A

2990127000
Delivery without trident

Functions
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Name User information Art # Bozzio

Art # Bever

Remarks

gas brake steer

Functions

Handlebar steer only X

Possibility to make a central 
and lateral placement of the 

steering sensor module 

(requires Gear adaptor)

LL-03-A

2990122500

To be combined with 
gear adaptor

Handlebar with thumbgas and brakelever X X X

Possibility to make a central 
or lateral placement of the 

steering sensor module 

(requires Gear adaptor)

LLBG-03-A

2990122000

To be combined with 
gear adaptor

Gear adaptor for handlebar
Has to be combined with the 
Handlebar

LLG-A-002

2990122900
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All joysteer® MMI's at a glance 04.04.2011 All MMI's are universal

Name User information Art # Bozzio

Art # Bever

Remarks

gas brake steer

Functions

4 way joystick X X X
All functions unified within one 
joystick

4WJ-03-A

2990123000

Push = Gas or
Push = Brake

The responsibility lies 

with the car adaptation 

company

Gas-/ brake tilter X X
E.g. in combination with the 2 
way joystick

GBT-03-A

2990128000

2 way joystick X
Can be combined with gas-
/brake tilter

2WJ-03-A

2990124000

Basic sensor unit braking X
BMB-03-A

2990154000

This is not a complete 
MMI and must be 

completed on customer 

requests. No parameter-

set is delivered.

Basic sensor unit gas X
BMG-03-A

2990155000

This is not a complete 
MMI and must be 

completed on customer 

requests. No parameter-

set is delivered.
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